Saving the physical face of the BBC at Alexandra Palace

The Facade today

The colonnade facade in 1936 and a vision of what it could be…

22/3/2015

1. PTO

THE PRESENT STATE OP THE “VICTORIAN” FACADE
On the Ice Rink entry facade
this superior brick coving
detail does more justice
to the Victorian original
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2. PTO

THE PRESENT STATE OP THE BBC FACADE

Other buildings that expressed
their functions on the exterior

Preserving this facade could reflect the dynamism
that once happened inside

Original Crittell Windows

Layering of history tells us more about our past
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The 1936 infills
All (except one) of these concrete
lintels are in good condition

Interpret what these apertures did
3. PTO

HOW SAVING THIS 1936 FACE CAN BENEFIT THE PROJECT
This suggestion would…

Saving history AND saving money

1. Save the physical face of the historic 1936
Facade - built by Higgs and Hill.

“We would also expect that a significant amount or repair will be
needed to the south elevation following the unblocking of the Colonnade.
The original brick facade will have been damaged by the taking through of
structure, services, doorways, etc and new brickwork will need to be patched in”.

2. Retain 2 real iconic spaces representing
the 2 projection systems.
3. Draw real visible architectural space into the
EXISTING PROPOSAL - Imagine how more
effective the current son et lumiere
programme could be if visitors could see
some real bits of architecture as part of the existing programme.

Feilden Clegg Bradley submission

4. Save money on the project by not having to rip
out historic architecture and replace it with
mock Victoriana.
5. Create a income earning opportunity for
visitors interested in the BBC heritage by saving
more of the original architecture.
From the outset of the service two competing companies, one
electro-mechanical and one purely electronic produced the
television signal. Both systems were pushing technology to
its absolute limit, and in some cases, even beyond limits.

6. Draw interest into what on the ground is a
vast repetitive facade - not seen at once.
One walk along this facade confirms this, whilst
many people in my one hour observation were
stopping to query what these infills were used for.

Already conserved architecture to the left
of this facade. Do we really want even more
of this poor quality repetitive detail
running the entire length of facade?
(I urge anyone having not seen this
on the ground to do so).

This competition only lasted several months, but the Legacy
of John Logie Baird at Alexandra Palace is still evident today.
…but not in the present proposal.

Behind this historic facade the existing proposal could do this….

Keep proposal as is
Retain

Retain

Draw this space into
Son et Lumiere programme
(Access to these spaces
could be made at higher level
interpreted via app/panel)

ICON 1
Baird Camera Room

Baird Icon

ICON 2
EMI Camera Room

EMI Icon

Keep these as icon spaces of the
Baird/EMI systems
4. END

